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Summary. Rund [1] derived Gauss-Codazzi equations for the 
curvature tensor K a;~')'e in a Fins I er space. Srivastava and subsequ-

ent authors (cf. [3], [4] and [5]) have derived them for Cartan's first 
and second curvature tensors in a subspace of a Finsler space. The 
object of the present paper is to derive these equations for the curves 
of congruences associated with a hypersurface of an n-dimensi on al 
Finsler space. 

t. Introduction. Let us consider an n-dimensional Finsler space 
Fn with the fundamental metric tensor F(x, x) homogeneous of degree 

1 in x '. The metric tensor is given by g ii (x, x) def i~; a i F2(x, i) 
and is symmetric in i and j. The symbols CJ,, 'll .. and ; .. z denote the 

i UtJ 

partial derivatives o/'ax', o/ax' and o1/'ax' oxi, respectively. 

The covariant derivatives of rJ (x, x) with respect to xk in the 

sense of Cartan are given by 

(l.l)a i i ( · i) m h *i i *h 
Tj/k=o,,Tj- om Tj Gk +Tj rhkT-hr fk 
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and 

(1.l)b ii . i h i i h T. k=Fo 1cT.+ T. Ah' - Th A.,, J J J /(, jl(; 
*. . 

where the connection coefficient r h~ (x, x) and tensor field A ~k(x, x) 

have their usual meanings. For dttails see Rund [2]. 

A hypersurface F n-1 of F,, may be represented parametrically in 
the form xi=xi(uo:), C<.=l,. .... ., n-I, where the n-1 parameters uo: 
form the coordinate system of F,,-1 and it will be assumed that 
the matrix of the projection factors Bi= c°'xi has the rank 

i 2 
n-1. Throughout this discussion we shall denote B r< = o x' and 

IX.p IX~ 

Bij ... k = Bi Bj Bk . 
IX~ ••• '.)' IX ~ '.)' 

It is easy to verify that the vector uo:, the induced metric tensor 
gC<.~ (u, u) and the induced symmetric connection defined in the 

hypersurface Fn-1 are related with the corresponding qwmtities in the 
space F ~ by the following relations. 

(l.2) 

(1.3) 

(I.4)a 

Furthermore, 

IX IX.El S 0(, i IX 
B. =g B g. , Bz. Br< =or<• 

. l e lS f' f' 

If N' (x, x) denotes the unit normal at each point P of Fn-i with 
respect to the tangential direction xi at P, we then have 

(l.4)b g i 1 N-N.=NN'= I N Bi =g .. Ni Bi ==0 
z J i ' i C{. tJ ex. ' 

The induced mixed covariant derivative of r! as denoted by 

i 
Tei. 11 y is given by 
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(1.5) 

With the help of mixed covariant derivative r! 
11 
y we can cons

truct a mixed tensor [5] 

(1.6) 

which are regarded as a vector of imbeding space F 11_ 1 and are also 
normal to F 11 - 1• Thus, we can write 

(1. 7) 

where ao:f3 is the second fundamental form symmetric in oc and (3. 

Verma and Sinha [SJ obtained the induced derivative Niu f3 in the 

form 

(1.8) Q a0 i i 1 m -P• 
NII 13=- a(3 g Bo +Em P(3 u 

where 
. . . . p 

E 1 =N°Mm-2M1
, M 1 

= C1 N m m m mp (1.9) 

Mm=Cpkm NPNk=Mkm Nk. 

2. Generalized Gauss-Codazzi Equations. We consider congruence 
of curves such that each of them passes through each point of the 
hypersurface. Let t..• be the contravariant components of the unit 
vector in the direction of the curve of congruences. This vector may 

be expressed linearly in terms of Bi and normal vectors N' of F11- 1• a 

Thus, we write 

(2.1) 

where d and tare the parameters. By taking the induced covariant 
derivative of type (1.5) of the equation (2.1 ), we have 

(2.2) >..ill (3 = B~ t~! f3 +ta. B~ II (3 + d II (3 Ni+ d N1~ f3. 

Now differentiating (2.2) covariantly with respect to uY in the sense 
of (1.5), we obtain 
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(2.3) ,\ill [~rr= B~ t~I [~y]+t°' B~ II [~yJ+dNill [~Y] +N'd II[~/']" 
Also from equations (l.6), we can write 

(2.4) B~ II [~/'] ~/ ~[~ II Y] . 

On substituting the value, of 1!~ and Nill )'from (1.7) and 0.8), 

we obtain 

(2.5) 

+Ei Im 0 · P 
m P[Y ~Je u · 

Similarly, with the help of equations (1.7) and (1.8), we obtain 

(2.6) Nill [~yJ= B~ aa:[)' II~] ga:
0+ E~ (I;J[~uP) II Y] 

-i-lm E ·P 
' P(~ <m>y] u · 

On differentiating th() equation ,\i U ~ = ,\~ h B~ with respect to uY 

and using the commutation formula 

2,\il [hk)= RJhk ,\1- K~hk em ,\i/j, 

we get 

(2 ) 2 i ( Ri j Kj /m ii ) hk .7 ,\ 11 [~y(" jhk ,\ - mhk ,\ if B~r 
Similarly, w~ have 

o o °' Koc IE o 
(2.8) 2t II [~Y] =Roc~)' t - e~)' t, oc 
where a comma denotes the induced covariant derivative of (l.l)b 
and 

(2.9) R~~y(u, zi)=2{ a1yr;1°oc-( B[pr:t~) G;
1 

0 . • E E p 
+c<l':E(o[)' a~] G - GP[~G)'] 

+ r :lt r ~]soc}. 
(2.10) K~~y(u, ~)=2{o[yr;foc-( apr :r~) G~i+ r:&r;;(l.} 

We know that 

(2.11) d II ~=3~ d- ( ao: d) G~. 
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Differentiating (2.11) covariantly with respect to u'Y in the sense 
of (1.5) again and subtracting the equation thus obtained by interchang
ing the indices {3 and Y, we obtain 

(2.12) . ( oc oc p) 
d II [{3Y] = ooc d 0[{3dGyj + G P[{3GY] • 

By substituting equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.12) in 
(2.3) and after arranging the terms, we get 

i ( ") j hk Rb · . oc i j m ij hk 
(2.13) Rjhk x, x ,\ B13y= cx.{3y lU, u)t Bo +Kmhkl ,.\ j B{3Y 

-B~ K:f3Y z\
0 

ex. +1[ B~{ oc ncx.[y 11131 +1e"Qfff3 uYJcx.} gcx.0 

+Nif i\ d( a[{3dG~] +G~[{3 G~1 )+/Tie({3 O yd 
+~~{1E Qe[{3l~P>YJ / +d (1;(13uP) ilY]} 

+dlN{3 E~m> II YluP} 

Multiplying equation (2.13) by Bf and noting (1.9), we have 

(2.14) i ') j o Bhk 
R 'hk (x, x .\ Bi {3Y J 

= R0 (u u) zri+Ki /m;._i/. B? Bhk -Koc ze to 
cx.{3y ' mhk J z {3)' e{3y , ex. 

+2[ goco{ d Qcx.[)' II 131 +teTie({3 OYJcx.} 

-Bf{ 2M~( ieiJe[{3 1'::_P>)')uP + d ( 1M{3uP) 
11 

)']) 

-d Im Ei ·P}. ] 
P[{3 <m> !I )')11 

Again multiplying (2.13) hy N; and using ( 1.4)b, we get 

(2.15) R;hk (x, x) N;>J B~~ =K!,ilikN;Zm>.ilJ B~~ 

+2[ iJed { ?[{3 dG; 1 +G~[{3 G~]}+1e!Je[{3 II Y] 

+N,{ <1 fEQ e[{3/m<P>Y] ;,r+d(1;{13 ~P) II YJ 

+d 11{{3 E~m> II Y] z-/}l 
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Equations (2.14) and (2.15) which are based on a vector >i.' of 
most general nature can be regarded as generalization of Gauss
Codazzi equations in a bypersurface imbeded in a Finsler space Fn. 

3. Particular Cases. Since the vector A_i is a linear combination 

of B~ and N' , therefore we can consider a congruence of curves in 

three different ways. Ficstly, it is such that the vector >i.' in the direc· 

tion of the curves of the congruences is normal to Fn-1, i.e., >..'=dNi; 

secondly, it lies in the space spanned by B~, i.e., >i.'=t"' B!; and thirdly, 

it is tangential to the curves x•=u"' B:· 
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